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Insert detailed description of products and services here. If more than
one product (resource) or service is included, list each product (resource) here.

Scene & Heard"
Scene and Heard is designed for people with limited language skills and is particularly helpful for
children with autism. Scene and Heard uses visual scenes to help improve contextbased
communication. Scene & Heard is an award winning app. It is a visual scene based communication aid
which provides communication in context and new learning aids with interactive features. Scene & Heard
is designed to cater for a range of needs, starting with simple single message based communication to
sophisticated interlinking scenes with a range of interactive features.

Top Features:
 Create or import short video
 Choose and use over 12000 engaging Widgit symbols to use to support communication.
 Create hotspots (tagging an element on the scene) and allocate actions, so that the picture is truly
interactive.
 Task prompter allows you to give step by step instructions for any task using audio or video.
 Schedule a task using the in app scheduler  an interactive calendar which connects to different pages
according to the different tasks.
 Link scenes to create a sequence of events, support narrative or to reinforce cause and effect concepts
 Try out some of the prebuilt scenes in the scene library, and then easily create your own scenes.
 Easy to use photo library to nd your scenes.
 Create communication books to share and print.
 Share your scene on Facebook or Twitter
 Switch accessible with a Therapy Box Switch Box or an RJ Cooper switch interface.
 Use the whole screen as a switch in "touch anywhere" mode. Uses scanning to highlight the active
areas and the person using the app can tap anywhere to make their choice.
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